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7. squirrel 

8 . bat 

9 . rhinoceros 

10.  cat 

11. snake 

12. snail 

1. bee 

2. spider 

3. horse 

4. zebra 

5. parrot 

6. mosquito 

13. camel 

14. frog 

15.  bu*erfly 

16. elephant 

17.  lion 

18.  penguin 

19. giraffe 

20. turtle 

21. parrot 

22. rooster 

23. cheetah 

24. cenpede 
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I am black and white,  

But what could I be? 

My name happens 

To start with a Z.    

What am I? 

I have 8 legs  

and 8 eyes. 

I love to build webs           

to catch some flies. 

What am I? 

I am yellow and black 

and serve a queen. 

Buzzing around flowers 

is where I will be seen. 

What am I? 

You can ride me, 

but a bike I am not. 

I can walk, canter,                   

gallop or trot.  

What am I? 
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I am as green as the grass, 

But grass I am not, 

I speak like man 

But a man I am not. 

What am I? 

At night you will see me 

flying around.                   

In the daytime you will see 

me hanging upside down. 

What am I? 

You can hear me buzzing      

As you sit by a campfire.         

I love to suck your blood,   

But I am not a vampire.   

What am I? 
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I climb trees but I am not a cat.  

I eat nuts but I am not a bird. 

I have a bushy tail                     

but I not a fox.                          

What am I? 
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In the middle of my head          

I have a horn.                            

I am big and fat                      

so I am not a unicorn.              

What am I? 

I have no legs but           

I am not a fish.                

I have scales but               

I do not weigh things. 

What am I? 

I am inside the     

house,                    

Hunting everyday for a 

gray little mouse.     

What am I? 

I move very slowly        

across the ground.           

In your garden protected 

by a shell I can be found. 

What am I? 
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I have a hump on my back, 

Sometimes it is two.             

You will find me in a desert 

waiting to help you.            

What am I? 

I have wings of many colors. 

Among the flowers I fly.            

I drink their tasty nectar.          

I am a _____________. 

My nose is like a snake,        

I am too big to be your pet. 

My skin is gray, ears are big,                     

And I never, ever forget.    

What am I?        

         I hop on four legs or                 

         sit on a lily pad.                   

 With my tongue I catch bugs       

    Filling my belly and making        

                   me glad.                          

               What am I?        
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I have a long, long neck to 

reach leaves in a tree.        

I am the tallest animal in 

the world.                          

What could I be? 

I carry my house           

upon my back.                      

I can live 80 years or more 

and that’s a fact.        

What am I?        

I open my mouth and 

give a roar. 

They call me the king,      

I am hard to ignore. 

What am I?        

I have wings but           

I do not fly.                      

I like to swim but        

a bird am I.          

What am I?        
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     I am green with wings          

        and have a beak.                       

       Whatever you say              

  I will repeat and speak.  

             What am I?        

I have many feet,                     

a hundred in all.                 

They all work together          

so I will not fall.                  

What am I?        
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When the sun comes up         

You hear me crow.             

“Cock-d-doodle-doo”                 

is the way is goes.                     

What am I?        

I am the fastest     

animal in the world.                        

 I always win in           

card games.          

What am I?        


